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Assessment and evaluation is an integral part of any teaching-learning process.
Different tools and techniques are adopted for evaluating the performance of the
learners. In IGNOU, the process of evaluation includes self-assessment through in
text questions, Tutor Marked Assignments, six monthly Term-End-Examination or
through On-Demand Term end Examination. For all these activities, there is a need of
test papers or question papers. It is a fact that setting up of question papers and
assignments is a regular and mammoth exercise which has to be done twice in a year.
Over the years the number of courses has increased to more than 3000. It means at
every six month we are required to set up question papers for so many courses and
also new sets of assignments are to be prepared every year. In this process, every
time, lots of time and effort of the faculty are consumed in setting and moderation of
the question papers and assignments. The university has to pursue with so many
paper setters and moderators for getting the work done in time, which is not only
costly but time consuming also. Many a times it becomes difficult to find the right
person at the right time which creates problems. Besides it, the university started
conducting On-Demand exam every Friday, for which a number of question paper
were required. In order to develop so many question papers, different types of
equivalent questions were required. To meet this need, the idea of developing digital
dynamic question bank came up. This question bank scheme was named as ePrashnakosh.

About e-Prashnakosh
The scheme of e-Prashnakosh includes mainly two components – development of a
software and development of question bank. To begin with different types of
questions, based on specific design and blueprint of the question papers of different
courses, were developed with the help of subject experts. For development of
question bank mainly two modes were adopted – through workshop mode or by
assigning work for home as a specific item sheet.
All the question items obtained from different sources were first coded in terms of
course or subject area, block, unit name, topic, subtopic, type of question, marks etc.
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and then converted into a usable database. It was an ongoing process. All these question items
were first coded as per a particular pattern and then they were computerized and converted into a
database. They were finalized after proper review and moderation by the subject experts including
internal and external experts. Maintenance and updating of the question bank was a continuous
process, because with the passage of time, many question items become outdated and need to be
removed and many new question items need to be added to the question bank. Thus, the digital
question bank was – dynamic in nature. The questions of this bank were used for generating
question papers as and when required.

Features of e-Prashnakosh
Some of the innovative features of the digital question bank are given below:

 The digital question bank is highly
secure as it is stored in encrypted
form.

 Digital question bank can be used any
time to generate question papers
instantaneously for different purposes.

 It will save time and effort of the
faculty. The saved time could be
utilized in other academic activities.

 Online server based question bank can
be updated, and modified whenever
required.

 Question bank has all types of
questions with proper coding.

Conclusion
The digital question bank can prove to be a very powerful tool to revolutionize the entire
assessment and evaluation system in the university. With increasing number of students to be
evaluated, an increase in the frequency of the tests to be conducted and concern for the needs of
human resource involved, an effective, objective, valid and reliable system of setting of question
papers with least rigidity and maximum practicability is required. The solution of such issues lies
in developing a multipurpose questions bank having a large number of different types of questions
in digital form specifying different parameters of each question. The scheme of digital question
bank can be utilized for generating any number of individualized question papers, test papers and
assignment tests both for formative and summative assessment. It can be used for implementing
the idea of instant testing – instant result. The use of digital question bank will not only save time
and money, but it will relieve the faculty from the task of frequent preparation of question papers.
The question bank once developed will be useful for future for a longer period. The question bank
may include all types of questions suitable for written examination, oral examination and practical
exam or for assignments.
Dr. Oum Prakash Sharma
Director, NCIDE
Email: opsharma@ignou.ac.in
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Innovative Practices
at IGNOU Regional Centre Vatakara
IGNOU Regional Centre Vatakara has a vibrant innovation cell which works tirelessly towards
improving the support services to the learners with the aid of contemporary technologies. Ever
since the innovation cells started functioning at the Regional Centre in October 2017 a good
number of innovative activities have been taken up and executed. A brief description of such
activities is provided below.

E-portfolio for student support
The Regional Centre has been successful in harnessing the immense potential of e-portfolio in
providing enhanced students support services. The major assistive contribution of e-portfolio
has been

 Providing up-to-date Academic activities including admission related supports, notifying
Counselling schedules, registering students grievance etc.,
 Exhibiting a vibrant media gallery
 Providing a mechanism for alumni registration
 Utilization for need assessment for launching programmes in vernacular languages
 Facilitating the use of digital Study materials
 Facilitating Re-registration

Virtual queue
A unique contribution of Regional Centre
Vatakara is the virtual queue which enables
the learners some far flung areas to fix an
appointment with an official to the Regional
Centre well in advance on his preferred
subject matter. The benefit of this mechanism
is that the learner can choose the time of his
meeting and he is also notified well in
advance if the concerned officer on leave.
The student traffic is also effectively
regulated to the benefit of all concerned.
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Live Classroom
To meet the needs of learners in far
flung areas and to provide
supplementary counselling session to
learners, IGNOU Regional Centre
Vatakara has set up a live class room on
an experimental basis which will be
opened to learners widely after ironing
out bugs. The efficacy of the mechanism
was successfully tested in the recent
Academic Counsellor meeting.
All these efforts have been ably supported by Mr. Jithesh Roshan A .
Dr. M. Rajesh
Regional Director
IGNOU Regional Centre Vatakara
Email: rcvatakara@ignou.ac.in

Activities under Innovation Club@Vatakara
MIS solution for the RC & SC
RC Vatakara has initiated a good number of programmes under the auspices of the
innovation club. One of the packages which is under development is a comprehensive MIS
solution for the RC & SC. This MIS is being developed with the help of final semester BCA
students, for whom this will also act as a part of their final semester project. It is hoped that
this package can be executed within the next few months.
The project deals with the digitalization of all the processes that happen in regional centres
and study centres as well as in between them. All the data from the fresh admission of a
student to the end of the exams are dealt in the project. In order to handle all these data
which are immersive in size, a set of master data and their settings are created first. The
master data include every single detail with which the software works. It includes the data
of the students, faculties, regional centres, study centres, attendance, exams, mark lists,
assignments, other staffs' details, financial data including salaries and other expenses, assets
of regional centres in detail.
While storing these data, many tables are created in the database in order to group common
facts and to reduce redundancy. These tables are linked to the needed tables using proper
constraints. Names, basic contact details, addresses, educational qualifications, softcopies of
certificates (if required) are stored in separate tables. Both the data of the students and staff
are added to the same tables here. A method is added to identify which kind of person's
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data is added to the tables. Similarly, data of attendances, class schedules, exams, mark lists,
grade cards, salary payment details, Demand Draft details, etc., are inserted in separate
columns. Some of the features of the software solution are:
 The tables are linked well with proper constraints.
 Admin can decide the terms under which each staff member can access the database.
 Admin can monitor current as well as previous statuses of all works.
 Admin can add, modify, and remove the privileges assigned to any staffs.
 Each staff can also view the reports of the area he can access.
Some modules of the software are:
1. Data importing. This module is sub-divided into a number of smaller modules. In simple
words, module data importing refers to imparting fresh registration details and reregistration details both to the regional centre as well as the sturdy centres. The course
subjects will have predefined spaces in the database tables for making the fetching of
data easy irrespective the order in which the student typed them while registering for
the semester/year. The regional centre will have an option to transfer the relevant data
to the respective study centres. The study centre will receive the data and it will have
the option to categorize the data according to the departments they provide. The
Department head will get the concerned department wise details of registered students
based on which he can move on to the next stage, which is called class scheduling.
2. Class scheduling. In this module, the number of students registered for the semester/year
is counted. Based on the number of students, the percentage of classes to be allotted is
calculated. The availability of staffs is checked, and finally the classes are scheduled.
The scheduling of class requires calculation since the credit of the subjects, availability
of the faculties and also the number of students will be taken into account. The number
of classes to be taken for each subject are also calculated based on the credits given for
the subjects.
3. Attendance management module. In this module, the concerned teacher can collect the
attendance of the students on every day of class and he can store as well as send the
report to the regional centre. The attendance could be uploaded daily, and also the
month wise and semester/year wise attendance can also be calculated separately which
will help in determining if the student(s) is eligible to write the exams.
4. Assignment and project module. Assignment validation, project validation and record
submission are comprised in the next module. For the assignment submission, the
software will have a form, on saving the form the concerned department and the
student will receive notification via email and message in the real time. After the
assignment validation, the teachers can upload the marks for each student via the
provided form. As the assignment validation section is described, the projects
validation is also similar. But for the project's section, the synopsis submission date,
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approval of the topic, project submission date and its mark uploading are dealt.
5. Result Module. Results and grade card sections are dealt in a separate module. This
module provides the facility to view the results, grade cards etc., The view will be
available for the required staffs and the students.
6. Notification module. The notification module deals with sending of notifications via
email and message to the registered mobile number. The notifications on the projects,
assignments, class schedules, attendance, registration, re-registration, fee remitting,
results, and grade cards are sent to the distance learners. Notifications, if demands, are
send one month before the event, 2 weeks before the event, 1 week before the event,
2 days, and 1 day before the event. Then if required, the status message is also sent. The
extension details of any dates, if happens, are also sent.
7. Leave management. This module is for the regional centre and study centre staffs for
leave management. The details of the number of casual and other leaves will be added
to the master data already. A form will be provided in which the staff will have to
request for the leave (to the RD). The time of request is limited to 3 days before the
leave is needed. In case of emergency, there will option to request for the leave as well.
Notifications can also be sent based on this. Through this module the Regional Director
will be able to know the leave status of the staffs on the home screen itself. Alerts will
be shown if the leaves are taken beyond the requested number of days. Notifications
are sent for the dispatch of study materials and salary payment also.
8. Finance module. This module deals with the finances and payments. In this module, as
the student remits fee, the notification is sent to the student and the data is updated in
the database. The statuses of the salary payment of the staffs are updated in the
database and are available for view. Calculations of salary both for permanent staffs
and daily wage staffs are done separately. Functions are created to calculate the tutor’s
salary. Their payment statuses are also updated in the module from time to time. In
addition, online forms are created for collecting the details of the classes taken by each
tutor to make calculations on the salary easily. The finance module also deals with the
Demand Draft tracking. In this section each staff who handles the demand draft will
update the status of the payment of the demand draft. i.e. at the time of receiving,
dispatching and remitting at the bank.
Lastly, the reports for all of these functions or modules will be available for the admin to
review. Specific reports will be available for the concerned staffs also. Also log files will be
kept to track all the activities that take place in the software. Its report will also be available
for the admin. It is opined that the software will be useful in managing the activities at the
Regional Centres and study centres of IGNOU.
Dr. M. Rajesh
Regional Director
IGNOU Regional Centre Vatakara
Email: rcvatakara@ignou.ac.in
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IGNOU INNOVATION CLUB@ICA
Kathmandu, Nepal
The IGNOU Innovation Club at ICA, Kathmandu, Nepal on May 25, 2019 (Saturday)
organized a Talk Program on “Artificial Intelligence The Fear of Job Losses – Real or
Imaginary?” at ICA premises. Learners, academic counselors and staff members attended
the program.

The program was very interactive which focused on advanced machines and their
applications invented by humans at the current scenario. It was also discussed that
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is enabling machines to perform nearly everything better,
cheaper, safer and faster than human beings. At the end of the day, what has to be kept in
mind is that future really belongs to them who create their own future and make ethical
and “good use” of it. Also, technology advancement invented by humans might replace the
job of skilled and unskilled workers in near future. The program ended with Q/A session
which was very interactive. With the overwhelming response received in its first talk
program, IGNOU Innovation Club at ICA, Kathmandu, Nepal intends to organize more
such innovative and relevant talk programs, as well as other related activities in future too.
Ms. Padma K. C.
Associate Director of Academics
IGNOU Innovation Club at ICA, Kathmandu, Nepal
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INNOVATION CLUB@RC COCHIN
Lecture on ‘Challenges of Entrepreneurship’
The Innovation Club at Regional Centre, Cochin was initiated under the encouragement of the
NCIDE, IGNOU. A Series of monthly lecture identified as Enrichment Session is being held at the
Regional Centre, Cochin since September, 2018. The enrichment Session for the month of June was
held on 21st June 2019 at the Regional Centre, Cochin.
Smt. Omana Muraleedharan, proprietor of Charris
Food Products Ltd., and recipient of the Sakthi
Prema Puruskar medal was the resource person for
the monthly lecture known as the Enrichment
session under Innovation Club Activities held on
21st June 2019 on the topic “Challenges of
Entrepreneurship”. The resource person was
introduced by Dr. Praseetha Unnikrishnan, the
Nodal Officer for the Innovation Club Activity at Regional Centre, Cochin. The session was attended
by around 30 learners. The resource person, Smt. Omana Muraleedharan, traced the challenges in
Entrepreneurship venture citing personal experiences as a case study. It is pertinent to mention that
Smt. Muraleedharan is the Entrepreneur behind “PRAWNOES” a snack based on Prawns under the
aegis of M/s. Charris Food Products a firm located in Aroar, Allepey District., Kerala.
Smt. Muraleedharan discussed in detail the practical realities of being an entrepreneur and shared
her inputs on the basic qualities / needs for being a good entrepreneur- which are enlisted as :
a) A thorough SWOT analysis should be done before the start of any entrepreneurial venture,
b) Must have a Dream targeting success, c) Be Ambitious, d) Continuous Learner, e) Shoulder
Responsibilities and be accountable for the challenges encountered besides being a contributor for
solutions, f) Be Optimistic, g) Determination to Hard work, h) Have a strong will power, i) Be
Positive in all situations, j) Have Integrity (honest and healthy competition), k) Passion towards
Business, l) Have Patience since delays are not denials, and m) Connect to successful people.

Dr. J. S. Dorothy, Regional Director, also shared inputs pertaining to Skill Development programmes
offered by Central Institute for Fisheries Technology (ICAR - CIFT), Ernakulam and MOOCs
programme offered in SWAYAM portal with the learners. Few of the learners in their feedback
shared that more such sessions need to be held at the Regional centre as the session was more based
on the entrepreneur’s practical experiences. The session was received with a warm round of applause
from one and all. The meeting came to an end with some of the learners giving feedback to the
Resource person about her presentation.
Dr. J. S. Dorothy
Regional Director, IGNOU RC Cochin
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Meeting of the INNOVATION CLUB@IGNOU

Brainstorming on ‘Promoting a Culture of Innovation among Distance Learners’
A meeting of the Innovation Club was held on 21st June, 2019 at the Conference Room, NCIDE,
IGNOU. The main objective of the meeting was to have a discussion focusing on “Promoting a
Culture of Innovation among Distance Learners.”
Dr. Sujata Santosh, coordinator InnovationClub@IGNOU, welcomed the members and participants
and initiated the meeting. Dr. Oum Prakash Sharma addressed the members and said that the it was
important to promoting a culture of innovation among the distance learners and encourage them to
do innovation. In this direction, IGNOU, especially NCIDE, has been actively taking up a number of
initiatives to promote the innovative spirit among students. He further added that to encourage
students and to give a message among students that IGNOU is encouraging innovation. NCIDE
recently instituted Students Innovation Award to identify innovator students who are doing
innovations on their own. The award was given last year. About 40 entries about innovative
initiatives by the distance learners of IGNOU were received. IGNOU also organized an idea
competition as Festival of Ideas, where the students of IGNOU showcased their Ideas and they were
encouraged to work on their ideas, refine them to convert their Idea to Business Plan. As part of the
initiative to encourage the innovative spirit among students, 4 students from among the 20 finalists
of the Idea Competition will be participating in Regional Competition to be conducted by the
MHRD’s Innovation Cell. In addition to this IGNOU students also participated in a Student Research
Convention named Anveshan, a two days programme conducted by the Association of Indian
Universities (AIU). IGNOU students also participated in Smart India Hackathon initiative (SIH) 2019
initiative of MHRD and AICTE.

The members thoroughly discussed and provided the following observations and suggestions for
promoting a culture of innovation among distance learners in ODL in general and IGNOU in
particular:
1. There is a strong need to take up more such initiatives to encourage innovative spirit among the
learners. As the learners in distance mode are physically distributed special efforts are required
in this direction.
2. The various regions may be divided and then the active efforts may be taken up to explore the
innovations being done by the students and promote the innovative spirit among the distance
learners.
3. Funding is required to develop an idea into a successful business, as the University does not have
any such mechanism to fund projects, students may be guided to seek funding from outside
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agencies. For instance, Ministry of Skill Development has taken up many initiatives towards
promoting innovations among students and it does give funding for startups.
4. Skill development is directly linked to employability and startup is related to entrepreneurship.
Efforts are also needed to explore how innovation and startup match together and also how they
can be linked up.
5. The idea and its materialization are very important and are connected. As a basic step, the idea
itself should be acceptable in the market and should be profit making.
6. There should be a startup centre in the university to provide guidance and support to the
student innovators about copyright protection, in exploring ways and agencies from where they
can get funds to develop their ideas into successful businesses.
7. Startup are aimed towards self-employment. Startup should be connected to employment
generation. Efforts should be made to ensure that startup is self-sustaining.
8. Efforts should be made to explore all possible funding opportunities. The various schemes of the
GoI in this connection should be explored and utilized to benefit the students. The MHRD can
be requested for special schemes for supporting IGNOU, distance learners in this regard.
9. The NCIDE should be associated with the distance learners and help them in developing their
ideas into prototypes or products, so that within one year – something constructive should come
out of that idea.
10. University should have a marketing team to identify and help the idea/ startup in idea
development and revenue generation.
11. The Campus placement cell may also be involved to connect the students with the industry and
help them in grooming their idea further
The members emphasized the need for active steps for promoting a culture of innovation among the
distance learners in IGNOU through innovative means.
Dr. Sujata Santosh
Assistant Director, NCIDE &
Coordinator InnovationClub@IGNOU

NCIDE
The National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education (NCIDE) was established in December
2005. It is a facility for promoting, supporting, re-engineering and disseminating innovations in Open
and Distance Learning (ODL) system. The NCIDE is a ground for nurturing bright and inquisitive
minds whose ideas and explorations are expected to revolutionize the ODL system to suit the needs
of Gennext. The Centre's goal is to develop a culture of continued search for new and innovative
solutions to offer seamless education for all, achieve cost efficiency in its operations and provide
borderless access to quality education and training.
We look forward to receiving your suggestions for this e-newsletter. We also welcome your
contributions for the future issues. Please send us your emails at: sujata.santosh@ignou.ac.in or
ncide@ignou.ac.in
For more information please contact:
National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education
Block G, Zakir Hussain Bhawan, New Academic Complex
Indira Gandhi National Open University
Maidan Garhi, New Delhi -110068
Phone: 011-29536413, Fax: 011-29536398
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